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      In this wonderful new book, Hoyle writes about the one four-letter word that leaders most avoid but should not—-love. He shares his understanding that the quickest way to the head is through the heart and leaders who can’t love, can’t lead.




  
          Paul D. Houston, Executive Director




              


    
      



 


 
      This heartwarming book is vintage Hoyle--filled with insight and joy, the message is clear--love, you can’t lead without it! A must read for every member of your administrative team.




  
          Thomas J. Sergiovanni, Lillian Radford Professor of Education and Administration




              


    
      



 


 
      John Hoyle has written a powerful and very readable book about the force of love in producing champions in sports, business, education, and government. His real life stories and examples are filled with advice, humor, and inspsiration to jump-start your leadership efforts. A must read for your management team and friends.
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      This powerful message comes at just the right time. We are indebted to John Hoyle for sharing his refreshing perspective on educational leadership and school reform that focuses on the worth and dignity of everyone involved.




  
          Martha McCarthy, Chancellor's Professor




              


    
      



 


 
      Leadership and the Force of Love portrays a powerful message. Dr. Hoyle delivers a unique and proven approach to leadership. By de-emphasizing the theories of leadership and focusing on the actual behaviors of successful leaders, this book will help all audiences gain an understanding of why effective leaders that incorporate these concepts are known by what they do— not what they say.




  
          Ben D. Welch, Director
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